
Lifestyle challenge – Keeping The Main Thing The Main Thing!  
 
The key is not to prioritize what's on your schedule, but to schedule your 
priorities. – Stephen Covey  
 
I know for many of us there are times that life will get in the way of our 
fitness/health goals. To make sure we stay sane and keep moving forward 
towards your goal it’s best to come up with some non-negotiables that know in 
advance so that if and when get distracted you’ll know how to get back on 
track quickly.  I’m going to give you some examples, but your task for this 
month is to come up with 3 non-negotiables on your own.  
 

1. Set ground rules – I say this not be obsessive but to have you think 
about what is a consistent fitness/healthy thing that you can do in your 
life that won’t leave you obsessing or missing large amounts of time with 
your family and friends.   

a. My friend Lori Harder, Oxygen cover model “My number 1 is 
planning my workouts for the week ahead of time and making 
then an unbreakable appointment.  I make sure I invite friends so I 
can't skip it and have a hard start time.” 

2. Keep food and drink handy – It’s usually on those days that we say we 
are just going to be out for a few hours that we end up being out ALL 
day and we don’t eat or we crap because we don’t have any other 
choice.   

a. I keep in my purse, glove compartment a protein bar.  I will also 
bring with me a piece of fruit and a yogurt. This way no matter 
what I have something    

  



	  

 
3. Mindlessly habits – this one is really hard it takes a lot of awareness 

and will take time. Are you using food or exercise as a way to distract 
you from dealing with an emotion or a task that you don’t want to do?  In 
the beginning it will feel like you are obsessing but each time you eat or 
exercise you will need to pay attention to how you are feeling. Is it a true 
hunger or an emotional/mindless hunger? True hunger comes on 
gradually and emotional is sudden and only a specific thing(s) will fill it.   

4. Think in 30-day blocks – It’s great to have big goals, but big goals are 
SCARY!!! Instead focus on the next 30 days. What can you do to move 
forward with your goal in the next 30 days and from there break it down 
by the week.   

5. Micro adjustments – I know at times we want big sweeping changes, but 
sadly that’s not how change works. The best way I can explain is like 
this. I went to see Tony Robbins last year and he tells the story of when 
learned to play golf. He goes to the driving range and he’s crushing the 
ball and he’s like golf’s not that hard. So the pro says meet me out on 
the course tomorrow. On the way home, he’s like clearly the pro thinks 
I’ve got game. The next day he heads out to the course and he can’t hit 
the ball straight, he’s getting frustrated because he did so well the other 
day.  The pro asks could he use some help. He’s like umm.. yeah that’s 
why I’m paying you.  The pro tells him to move 2 mm to the left and then 
BOOM he’s hitting the ball as far as he could see. You see simple 
movements can make LARGE change possible.  

  



	  

 
Your assignment this month is to 3 things you to do that will help you keep the 
main thing the main thing.  
 

1. ____________________________________________________ 
 

2. _____________________________________________________ 
 

3. _____________________________________________________ 
 
Feel free to post in the group if you’d like  


